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Restaurant/121496104597744

A complete menu of Dong Nguyen from Alhambra covering all 16 dishes and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Mei Chi Siu likes about Dong Nguyen:
Real Hainan chicken with flavorful rice. One of old school hole-in-the-wall business for 30 years. The price is
decent too. My parents have been stable patrons for many years. They also have a few traditional Chinese

dishes too. Will definitely go back! read more. What Teri Yeh doesn't like about Dong Nguyen:
$14 cash for their Hainan chicken rice in 2023. it's decently good but it's too pricey for 8pcs (but really 6 due to

bones) of chicken atop a huge bed of white rice and a container of sauce and soup.soup was decent but veggies
in salty soup.at this price point, there's too many other options I'd go for that are more nutritious or better value.
The large range of coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to Dong Nguyen even more worthwhile, In addition,
numerous guests look forward to enjoying traditional Vietnamese menus with the perfect hint of Southeast
Asian flavor during a stop at the Dong Nguyen. The versatile, exquisite Chinese cuisine has many followers

among customers.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
ICED TEA

Mai� course�
RIBS

�tra�
GINGER

Chicke�
ARROZ CON POLLO

Ho� drink�
TEA

Slushe�
LIME

Meat�
PORK RIBS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

STEAK

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

RICE

WHITE RICE

BEEF

TOMATE

PORK MEAT

CUCUMBER
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